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Library's exchange of
materials to microfilm
arouses faculty concern

day IQ-23-79
News apologizes
for inconveniences

by Gary Benz
staff reporter

Anyone walking through the first
floor of the University Library
recently may have noticed several'
boxes. Inside the boxes are journals and periodicals from several
academic departments on campus.
On Sept. 4, the Dean of the
Library Dwight Burlingame made
a deal with Educo International
Services, Valhalla, N.Y., to
trade some of these journals and
periodicals for their microfilm
versions.
However, some faculty members
are upset because they were not
consulted before the decision was
made.

Difficulties with our printer
have resulted in disrupted
delivery times, and locations
for The BG News, and limited
our editorial capacities.
The News apologizes for
any inconveniences the
situation may cause. We are
working toward correcting
the problems as soon as
possible and appreciate the
cooperation we have been
receiving from the University
community.

Applicants sought
for beauty pageant
If you think you have that
certain something that no
other girl in the state
possesses, listen up.
Applications now are being
accepted for the annual Miss
Ohio Pageant, to be staged
Jan. 23 to 26 in Steubenville.
The winner will represent
the Buckeye State in the Miss
U.S.A. Pageant, nationally
televised in April from the
Mississippi Gulf Coast.
There is no talent
requirement for the competition. Contestants are
judged on the basis of poise,
personality and beauty of
face and figure. Applicants
must be between 18 and 28
years of age, never have been
married and have lived in
Ohio for at least six months.
Those interested should
write the Miss Ohio Pageant
Headquarters, P.O. Box 245,
St. Clairsville, Ohio, 43950, by
Nov. 5. Letters must include a
recent photo, a brief
biography and phone number.

elsewhere
NEW YORK-Half of the
nation's Democrats now say
they would like to see
President Carter try for reelection in 1980 says an
Associated Press - NBC
News poll. Page 5.

weather
Increasing cloudiness,
windy. High 63F(17C), 60
percent chance of
precipitation.

ACCORDING TO Burlingame,
he made what he thought was a
routine decision concerning the
library. Once he learned there was
concern among the faculty, he hela
a meeting to discuss the situation.
Burlingame said that of the
about 9,000 periodical titles, he
made a deal that would replace 90
of those periodicals with the
microfilm equivalent.
Burlingame said that all but the
past five years of each periodical
will be put on microfilm.

staff

photo

by TimWesthoven

What was once a showplace for swimmers made way to progress yesterday. The wrecking crane of QM Sader Excavating Inc. began razing the 40-year-old University Natatorlm,
clearing way lor the construction of the Gertrude Eppler School of HPER Complex.

"ACTUALLY,"
Burlingame
said, "it wasn't an even trade,
sometimes we'd have gaps in our
periodical. Some of our hard copy
was missing or deteriorating, but
with the microfilm, we get the
entire contents of the periodicals
we traded."
Burlingame said that he has
received most of the microfilm for
the periodical, even though he
hasn't sent out any of the
periodicals.
He said that since many of the
faculty are upset with the deal,
yesterday he sent letters, which
listed the periodicals he was

trading, to the department library
representatives.
If any of the faculty felt that a
periodical was unique and it would
be better to have the hard copy
than the microfilm, he would
consider taking that periodical off
the list.
BURLINGAME SAID that the
main reasons for the switch to
microfilm are space limitations
and the longevity of microfilm.
He said that he requested and
was denied more storage space for
library material so the switch to
microfilm is necessary.
He added that paper can burn or
deteriorate and that many of the
periodicals being traded would
deteriorate within another 50
years, whereas the microfilm
could last for over 300 years.
BURLINGAME SAID that most
of the periodicals being traded
were in storage, not being used,
and added that library studies
show some of the periodical were
not used in the last year.
Burlingame said that his main
concern with making the decision
was keeping the intellectual
content of the periodical intact
regardless of the format.
"I think we're just following suit
with what other libraries across
the
country
are
doing,"
Burlingame said. "The most important thing is that we have the
intellectual content."
Burlingame said that he felt his
decision was in the best interests of
the University, and he had "no
desire to create ill will with the rest
of the University."
ONE FACULTY member who is
upset with Burlingame's decision
is Bevars D. Mabry, chairman of
the economics department.
continued on page 4

Local schools foresee budget squeeze if levies fail
by Keith Jameson
staff reporter

Bowling Green School District
could face additional cutbacks in
material and equipment and staff
cutbacks if two levies on the
November 6 ballot fail to pass.
The district is in a financial bind
because expenditures are exceeding revenue, a situation which
is aggravated largely by inflation,
salaries and lack of state aid,
according to Assistant Superintendent Charles Mayers.
The levies include a 1.8 mill (1.4
mill renewal plus .4 new mills)
permanent improvement levy,

needed for the long-term care of
the district's buildings, sites and
equipment, and a 4.5 mil additional
operating levy, which would
provide funds for utilities,
gasoline,
equipment
and
materials.

would be in effect for five years
and generate about $270,000 a year.
None of the permanent levy will be
used for salaries because improvement funds are managed
through a seperate account and
may be spent only on buildings,
sites and equipment needs.
"IN ORDER TO keep the district
THE OPERATING levy would
operating at the current level, this generate about $670,000 a year.
is a necessary program," Mayers That figure would compensate for
said.
a lack of local and state funding
District officials maintain that increases, district officials say.
the 1.8 mill levy is critically needed
Since the bond retirement
for
the
maintenance
and millage is being reduced by .2
restoration of the district's $18 mills, the total cost of both the
million of property.
additional .4 new mill and the 4.5
The permanent levy actually mill operation levies would be $83 a

year from an owner of a $50,000
house.
"We never reap money from the
state because we're on the middle
ground," Mayers said. He noted
that the system of state aid "makes
the rich districts poorer and the
poor districts richer."
THE DISTRICT is caught in the
middle: Just rich enough not to get
adequate funding, but just poor
enough to face fiscal troubles,
Mayers said.
The paradox goes further,
Mayers added, because if the
levies are passed and the district
can keep its financial footing, less

aid will be received, starting the
cycle over again.
Mayers stressed that the school
district is not in as much financial
trouble as some districts. But he
added that the revenue problem, if
not taken care of, can get worse.
AS A PRELUDE to the levies,
the district already had made 10
percent cuts in supply accounts
and 10 to 30 percent cutbacks in
equipment accounts, he said.
Although district officials have
only questioned the possibility of
staff cutbacks as a last resort to
keeping the system solvent,
Mayers stressed that provisions for
staff cutbacks have not been made.

Flores says Latino student concerns not being met
by Paul O'Donnell
■taff reporter

For Latino students, life at the
University is a matter of survival,
says Carlos M. Flores, chairman of
La Union de Estudiantes Latinos.
Latino students just now are
beginning to establish themselves
nationally, Flores explained
"Our needs are very different
from those of the black community," he said. "Historically,
blacks have established a foothold
here (at the University) and
nationally."
THE ORGANIZATION, also
known as the Latin Student Union
(LSU), worked in conjunction with
several other minority groups in
issuing 12 demands to University
administrators last spring. This
has led to much speculation of a
merger between the LSU and the

Group seeks to increase enrollment, develop new programs
Black Student Union (BSU).
Flores said it would be a matter
of time before a merger would be
considered. He cited continuing
work toward resolving the
demands and the difference in
Latino student needs as the
reasons.
The
LSU provides communications, social cultural and
academic services for Latino
students, Flores said.
HE SAID the LSU works to
maintain relations between the
national and University Latino
communities, as well as maintaining communications with other
ethnic groups.
The LSU also is active in the
recruitment of Latino students
through its Latino Preview Day, in

which prospective Latino students cultural language and similarities.
are brought to the University with
The LSU also is working to
funds obtained from the Student provide ethnic understanding
Development Program (SDP), through social and cultural events,
Flores said.
as well as by identifying academic
"Admissions isn't taking the concerns.
right measures to recruit Latino
students," he said, "for our surSELF-HELP tutor sessions and
vival, we need numbers. And if educational conferences-like last
they (the University) can't do it, spring's lecture on migrant
we will."
problems-are ways to enhance the
Latino student education, he adLAST YEAR'S preview brought ded.
about 50 students to the University,
"We are trying to reach out into
of which about 10 percent enrolled, the community with all of our
he added.
activities so they can see what
Flores said the diversity of the we're doing," Flores said.
Latino community makes the need
Flores said he sees himself as a
for strong communications im- communicator, developer and
portant and added that he hopes to organizer, instead of a leader. The
create some type of unity based on LSU dropped the power hierarchy

concept, he noted.
ASIDE FROM the services it
provides Latino students, the LSU
also is concerned with several
other problems at the University.
Flores said both the LSU and the
BSU were promised last spring by
university administrators that they
would have input into the review of
the selection process of the
Advisory Committee for General
Fee Allocations (ACGFA).
He claims that the Student
Government Association (SGA)
has formed a committee and is
already reviewing ACGFA without
consulting the minority groups.
HE CALLED SGA's aUeged
action a "breach of faith," supporting his argument with a copy of

the minutes of the Oct. 3 SGA
meeting.
The minutes said that Thomas C.
Washbush, SGA representative to
the University Board of Trustees,
announced that a committee is'
being formed to review the
selection process of ACGFA. It also
said that no major changes were
expected.
Michael D. Zinicola, SGA
president, explained that Flores'
accusations were not justified. A
committee is being formed, but the
minority
groups
will
be
represented on it, he said.
Zinicola said the committee is
being formed under Richard R.
Eakin, vice provost for student
affairs and institutional planning,
and will include representatives
from the BSU, LSU and SGA, as
well as other students, faculty
members and administators.

opinion
Of the Homecoming
We should have seen it coming.
The snake dance, that traditional Uckoff for the Homecoming
festivities, turned out to be a snake in the grass. It was hoped that the
record of 4,742 participants would be broken. They fell short of that goal
by a mere 3,500.
It had to be consedered a failure. It was, however about as close as we
came to success the entire weekend.
For those of us who "did it" during Homecoming, we should look forward to the 1900s instead of dwelling on the immediate past. The hockey
team was the first to go, falling off its pedestal with a 0-6 loss to Michigan.
Things began to look up the next day wtien tne parachutists, fighting a
gusty wind, landed directly on target to deliver the football, and the coin
for the flip.
It might have been better if they had been blown into the bushes around
the Education Building.
After Jumping out to a 3-0 lead, the Falcons allowed Miami to score 21
unanswered points for a 21-3 win. The hockey team was "doing it" again
that same night, losing to Michigan, 7-2.
To say that the Homecoming weekend was a complete failure,
however, would be a mistake. After all, the weather was nice.

Issue 1: The need to
evaluate our priorities
With a curious and somewhat
dispassionate interest I had been
following the recent controversy
over Issue 1. It is now time to undergo a metamorphosis by forsaking the previous role of observer and become a participant.
First, one should acknowledge
one's
predecessors
Misters
Lammers, Hausfeld, Greenlee and
Church for the insight and attention they nave given to an important issue soon to confront Ohio
voters. They should also be commended on their ability to intelligently present the arguments
pro and con.
Despite the reasonableness of the
assembled arguments, or perhaps
because of them, the voter is faced
with a dilemma of sizeable
proportions. The dilemma, to use
Mr. Lammers prose, is one where
the voter "can't make a choice - at
least a reasoned, well-researched
choice."
Opponents to Issue 1 cite loss of
jobs, especially high-paying jobs,
raised costs passed on to the
consumer and the lack of effectiveness of the law of Michigan,
as reasons why one should vote
against the proposed law. Supporters contend there will be more
jobs, little extra costs and a
noticeable effect on the environment. Who is one to believe?
It becomes a tangled web, indeed, when you have opponents
(like Mr. Greenlee) agreeing with
the supporters that more jobs
would be added, BUT complaining
about "who is going to pay these
thousands of men and women to
perform these added Jobs?"
Perhaps President Carter can
utilize these words of wisdom and
explain to the country that NOT
employing more people is really
best for this nation.
Mr. Greenlee correctly attacks
Mr. Church's statement that
Michigan's "bottle bill" does not
work because it is new. What is
meant here is that Mr. Greenlee
would be quick to agree that Mr.
Church's statement is only a
possible explanation and not a
statement of facts. But he makes
the same error by declaring that
the law has proven ineffective
because Michigan (like Ohio) is an
industrialized, heavily-populated
state that is a "high volume area".
Although this, too, is a reasonable
proposition, it should be kept in
mind that it is only a proposition
and a possible explanation, not a
factual assessment of the situation.

focus
Joe Maskovyak
Rebuttal of these arguments still
does not present the voter with a
basis for making a choice. The
proposal here is to offer such a
basis by transcending the original
arguments and cutting to the heart
of Issue 1.
It seems fairly apparent that we
need to evaluate priorities here.
The issue is not a question of more
jobs or less jobs or increased costs
as opposed to decreased costs. The
issue here is whether Ohioans want
to begin to clean the environment
and whether they are willing to pay
for it.
The solution to this plight is
simple and obvious. One has to
make ecology an issue of selfinterest. Here one enters another
assumption of Americans that has
been heard often enough. They are
basically a greedy lot, a reflection
of their capitalist economy.
Americans listen better when one
refers to their wallets.
Putting this assumption to work,
it is easy to see that the proposed
law is predicated on the idea that
Ohioans will become concerned
about their environment when it is
costly for them to maintain a
negligent attitude. With the
passage of Issue 1 the number of
Americans concerned about the
environment will increase due to
concern for their pocketbooks. It is
a classic example of doing the right
thing for the wrong reasons.
If Issue 1 does affect the consumer adversely, the choice
confronting Ohioans may well be a
choice between starting to clean up
the environment (where the costs
of inaction cannot be calculated in
just dollar and cents) or saving a
few dollars and keeping the conveniences. If the law is passed lazy
people might even be better looked
after by today's youth who will
have increased incentives to
collect bottles and cans as I did
years ago to bolster a meager
allowance.
Everyone today, is concerned
with inflationary prices and look to
stretch their dollar. However, the
proflilgate waste of Americans has
reached unjustifiable proportions
and a YES vote for Issue 1 is
therefore necessary.
Joe Maskovyak is an instructor
in Ike political science department.

letters.

Fed up
Cafeteria work was short, not sweet
I, as a student, refuse to accept
responsibility for the shortened
hours of operation in our dining
halls. There would not be such
demand for student employees if
Food Services and the Financial
Aid office could function together.
On October 10, I was hired by
Food Services to work part-time in
an ailing McDonald dining hall.
But because most of my education
is funded through aid, the
Financial Aid office informed me
of my ineligibility to work on

I just got back from dinner at
Kreischer cafeteria. I do not feel
well. My meal consisted of: french
fries (soggy, but edible), roast
pork (almost all gristle, ice cold
and totally inedible) and a roll
(actually moldy!!). There was one
high point, though - my water was
excellent.
This one case is not a fluke. My
lunch was the same way. My
cheeseburger
had
gristle
throughout, and was very greasy,
so all I had for lunch was soup.

Yesterday I ate dinner at Prout
cafeteria. I ordered the grilled ham
and cheese sandwich (I figured at
least that would be safe). It was
sopping wet with grease. I took that
back and got another one greasier and soggier than the first.
I gave up. I ate my soup and water.
I try t_o get a balanced meal but
this is impossible here, when the
food is almost all cooked in grease,
is starchy and simply tastes
terrible.
Last year, I kept getting colds

wisdom.

respond.

William Colby, on USSR troops in
Cuba:
"If they attempted to invade us,
they would get lost in the Miami
traffic."
by Garry Trudeau
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campus. It did not matter that this
job meant paying University bills,
not pizza bills. Food Services
respected the judgement of the
aforementioned organization, and
reminded me of their two-week
resignation policy.
Inadvertently, I became the
victim of a scam between two
University departments. I offered
my services, was told to cancel
them, and then forced to work for
two weeks. Furthermore, I did not
plan for this employment to fund a

trip to Florida next spring. My
main objective was to help my
parents survive a year of putting
two daughters through Bowling
Green State University.
If it is beyond the capability of
the organizations of this campus to
treat students as contributing
adults, I plea that they do not
blame them.
Robin Sharkey
223 McDonald West

Poor meals are difficult to swallow
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and various other viruses which I
could not seem to shake. Right now
I have a terrible cough. I feel this is
partially due to the food. If one
doesn't have a good diet, he is more
susceptible to colds.
I realize the food service here at
BG is strapped for money, but this
is no excuse for serving food that a
person cannot eat. I think
something must be done and soon.
Sue Thomas
226 Kreisher-Ashley
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Vol. 65, No. 16 1023-79
If you would like to comment on something in The
News or anything of student
interest, write to Hie News.
The letter or guest column
should be typewritten, triplespaced and signed. Inlcude
your address and telephone
number for verification.
The News reserves the
right to reject letters or
portions of letters that are in
bad taste, malicious or
libelous.
Address your comments to:
Editorial Editor, The BG
News, 106 University flail.

I am very disappointed by the
decision to drop the varsity
lacrosse program here at BGSU.
There are a lot of athletes who
came here from the eastern
United States to play lacrosse,
and now they can't because
there is no program anymore.
By not trying to find a new
coach the athletic department is
stabbing these people in the
back. It seems now that the
University is trying to shove
these people out the door by
telling them that they are immediately eligible to play
elsewhere if they transfer.
Grant Napear was right when
he said, "They owe the people
that came here , something."
These people came to this
university so that they could
participate in intercollegiate
lacrosse. Now the athletic
department is telling them to get
lost. I'd hate to see these oeople
leave, but you can't blame them
if they do. I certainly hope the
athletic
department
will
reconsider their decision. It's a
shame that after fourteen years
the entire program has to be
dropped.
Eric Stevens
212 Kappa Sigma
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Accessibility of the voting polls

Photo IDs for rec center
Optional student photo ID'S now are available for entrance into the
Student Recreation Center in place of a student validation card and
drivers license. The card may be obtained from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Monday through Friday in the center office for $1, which covers the
cost of the photograph.
The new ID, which can also be used for equipment check-out, is not
required for entrance to the rec center. For information, call the rec
center at 372-2711.

Stock Market Club
Susan Sybert, stockbroker with Bache Halsey Stuart Shields, will be
the guest speaker at the Stock Market Club meeting at 7:30 p.m. today
In the Taft Room, Union. The meeting is open to all.

Summer camp positions
The Toledo Area Boy Scouts of America will interview at the
University Oct. 24 for summer camp positions. Openings include
directors for aquatics, ecology, archery, rifle range and crafts.
Interested students should contact the Student Employment Office, 460
Student Services Bldg.

Law for handicapped poses 'problem' for county
by John Limnwi
newt editor

Ohio has moved to make its
polling places accessible to handicapped persons, but many
changes have to be made before
the Wood County polls reach that
goal.
Gov. James A. Rhodes last week
signed a bill that ordered the
polling places to be accessible in
increments finishing with 100
percent accessibility by Nov. 1,
1982.
By Nov. 1,1980, 50 percent of the
voting places must meet the
standards and by Nov. 1, 1981, 75
percent must comply.
CONNIE E. HILLARD. director

of the Wood County Board of
Elections, said it won't be easy.
"We've done a preliminary
survey, but I'd say two-thirds don't
meet the requirements," she said.
She said the county has not had
much time to study the law.
"It's going to be a problem," she
said. "We'll have to seriously get
down to business after the first of
the year."
THERE ARE 132 precincts in
Wood County and will probably be
more next year for the presidential
elections, she said.
She said many of the places are
in churches and township halls that
do fit the guidelines. A possible
result will be the combination of
precincts.

"It may inconvenience many to
make it accessible to one or two,"
she said. "When you have no idea
of how many (handicapped persons) are in the county and what
precincts they're in, it makes it
difficult."
THE LAW actually is an extension of a 1976 law, according to
Wayne Hill of the state secretary of
state's office, the time limits were
extended because the county
boards had not been notified of the
law.
It originally called for total
compliance by November 1980.
"It gives them a little breathing
room," Hill said. "We want
everyone to have equal access;
some can do it better than others."

HE SAID MANY of the boards
are finding they can meet the
standards by switching entrances
or buildings.
The secretary of state can give
exemptions to polling places that
have made a "good faith effort,"
but could not comply, Hill said.
One alternative, he said, may be
to allow the handicapped to vote
from their cars. A representative
from both political parties must be
present during the voting.
The bill also requires the
secretary of state's office to
publicize that handicapped persons
can use absentee ballots.

College of Education adapts to new state standards
by Pam Dalgleleh
copy editor

the "red book" which was put out
by the board.

Students entering the College of
Education as freshmen next fall
will be the first required to follow
its remodeled curriculum, the
result of four years of work.
The redesigned study program
places a greater emphasis on field
and clinical experiences, and offers students more training in the
areas of instructional media,
human relations and the teaching
of reading, according to David
Elsass, dean of the college.

THE UNIVERSITY, like all
teacher-training institutions in
Ohio, is working to implement the
new standards by the July 1960
deadline set by the board. By then,
the University is expected to have
remodeled its curriculum in each
of its 18 specialized programs,
which include elementary, art and
music education.
The purpose of the new standards is to upgrade the state's
teacher-training programs, Elsass
said.
"During the 1950s and 1960s,
there was not as much of an opportunity to consider the quality of
teachers," he said. "The emphasis
was on quantity. Now, when the
demand for teachers is not as great

The changes are in compliance
with the Ohio State Board of
Education's new standards for
teacher education, adopted by the
Board in 1974. Those standards are
outlined in a booklet referred to as
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being offered to students as
electives.
Elsass said the University
received about $400,000 last year
from the state to implement the
new standards. He said he expects
the college to receive about the
same amount this year.
THE MONEY has been used to
give faculty members time to worn
on redesigned programs, write new
and adapted curriculum plans and
develop college procedures, Elsass
said.
He added, "Some of the funds are
also used for capital improvements
directly related to the new standards. For instance, we are
spending approximately $85,000 to
construct a clinical laboratory to
assist our students in getting those
300 clock hours of pre-student

teaching experience."
Elsass said the new standards
have led to "one of the moat
sweeping revisions in education
that Ohio has undergone. Other
states
have
revised their
curriculums, but Ohio has gone
beyond that by speciflng entitlement money for the review,
revision and redesign of teacher
education."
HE SAID the Ohio Legislature is
expected to allot up to $12 million to
teacher-training institutions in the
next biennium for the facilitation of
the new standards compared to a
current $6 million.
"I don't know any other state
that has matched that amount," he
said.
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Bowling Green

A group of eight core courses,
totaling 27 quarter hours, has been
approved by the college as its
professional core under the new
standards, Elsass said. Four of the
courses are new this year and are
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ALTHOUGH NEXT year's freshmen will be the first required to
follow the new curriculum,
students already in the college
have the option of taking the newer
courses, Elsass said.

14810 Freyman Rd.
Cygnet, Ohio
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ELSASS SAID one of the more
significant changes in the
curriculum is the number of actual
and simulated classroom experiences required of students
beginning in the academic year
1980-81.
"The red book requires approximately 300 clock hours of
clinical and field based experiences in addition to the student
teaching quarter," he said. Formerly, a two-week field experience
was required of all students, but
was done away with this year,
Elsass said. Field experiences now
are included within new and

modified courses.
Freshmen and sophomores will
be participating in more field
experiences than before to
acquaint them with the teaching
field early in their education and
help them decide if they want to
pursue the area of education,
Elsass added.

BR00OALE STABLES

MAYOR PERKINS
■rue* BaJiord Sw« Con**o'd Don Wtlcoa

and enrollment is down, it's time to
sit back and see what it takes to be
a good teacher-find Uie strengths
and weaknesses of our former
program."

(.ENTIRE STOCK)

20% off
OPEN TILL 9:00 p.m.

The Powder Puff
525 Ridge St.

Jaycees

HAUNTED V HOUSE

WfilL news Uimpsjn

Wood County
Grand Stand Building

^""Nwitty,
informational
news you can use and
like to hear.
5 times daily(7:50,8:50.11:50 a.m.
and 4:50,8:50p.m.)
on WFAL
your campus station
680am. ) _

Thurs., Oct. 18-Sun., Oct. 21
Raopan Thurs., Oct. 25 to Wed., Oct. 31
Weekdays 7 p.m.-11 p.m.
Weekends 7 p.m.-Midnight
Oct. 18 & 25 is Ore** Night.
Wear a Greek T-Shirt and get
SO cent* off admission.

Admission $1.50

Y.E.S.
HELP THE HANDICAPPED
JOIN YOUTHS
FOR EASTER SEALS

WINDFALL'S
NEWS
BLIMPS

COME TO OUR
RECRUITMENT RALLY
OCT. 24 8pm
TAFT ROOM, UNION

i
i..

ftw*
o

Jobs and Morality!
Are they related?
Explore Working and Conscience
in a Modern Technological World
in Humanities Cluster College PM
10 Credits Winter, 1980
-/•

Satisfies Humanities Group
Requirement in Most Colleges
Register for U. D. 111
Call Dr. Klein 2-2785
or Dr. Nachbar 2-2981
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Library trom p^

placement
SIGN UP ON WEDNESDAY.
OCTOBER 14. 1W*, FOR THE
SCHEDULES LISTED BELOW!
SIGNUP FOR NON SCHOOL
SCHEDULES
(BullnMS,
Government. Agencies, and
Graduate Schools) will M held on
Wednesday, at 7:301:00 a.m. In
the Forum of the Student Services Bldg. A DATA SHEET
MUST BE TURNED IN AT THE
TIME OF SISN UP IN ADDI
I ION. STUDENTS MUST TURN
IN TWO DATA SHEETS (OR
RESUMES) TO ESTABLISH A
CREDENTIAL FILE OR THEY
WILL NOT BE ALLOWED TO
INTERVIEW
SPECIAL NOTICE: Requests tor
some type ot standardization In
resume and data sheets have pro
mpted the University Placement
Services to require candidates
signing up for Interviews to com
plete and present at the time of
signup a "STANDARD DATA
SHEET", for each organization
with which he she wishes to interview.
BUSINESS:

Corp. Evanston. IL Permanent
Resident
SALES
MARKETING: B M any maior
PROGRAMMER ANALYST:
any major with minimum two
courses In Data Proc or pro
grammlng. OPERATIONS
DISTRIBUTION: BM Bus..
Econ or Acctg; or majors In
other fields w course work in
Bus. 6 hrs Acct. required. B M
Bus.
w concentration
In
Distribution Transportation;
Dec. a. Mar
H-flMf
-American Hospital Supply
Corp. Evanston, IL Permanent
Resident
SALES
MARKETING: B M any major
Dec. & Mar. grads only,
11-06-79
AC Spark Plug GM Flint, Ml
Permanent Resident
MANUFACTURING SUPERVI
SION: Mfg. Tech., Dec., Mar.,
June grads PROOUCTRION
CONTROL SUPERVISION
Prod Oper Mgmt.. Dec . Mar.,
June grads.

II 05 7*
Arthur Andersen ft Co.
Cleveland. OH Permanent Resi
dent
MANAGEMENT CON
SULTANTS: B M Comp So All
grads.
- Prudential Insurance Co.
Toledo, OH Permanent Resident
Mktg . Sales Mgmt. Acctg .
Lib. Arts. Ins.

n 06 n
Burroughs Corp. Detroit. Ml Per
menent Resident
ACCOUN
TING ANALYST: BA Acctg
MANAGEMENT STYSTEMS
ANALYST: MBA M Acctg. 1 In
fo. Sysl. MANAGEMENT
SYSTEMS ANALYST: BS-MS
Comp. Sci. Systems analyst,- BSMS Comp. Sci., Bus. Admin,
w Inf.
Syst.
BUYER
(PROCUREMENT): BS-MS
Bus. Admin, with emphasis In
Procurement. All grads.
American Hospital Supply

Burroughs Corp. Holland, OH
Permanent Resident
SALES
FOR COMPUTERS: Acctg.,
Bus., Mktg. 3.0 Accum. All grads.
The GAP Stores Cleveland, OH
Permanent Resident MANAGE
MENT TRAINING PROGRAM:
B Bus , Retail Mktg. All grads

OH Permanent Resident SALES
TRAINEE : BS Bus. Admin., Lib.
Arts, Dec., Mar., June grads ACCOUNTING: B Acctg.. Fin..
Dec. Mar., June grads.
not 79
Armour Dial Farmmgton. Ml
Permanent Resident
SALES
MANAGEMENT Entry level,
Mktg., Sales Mgmt., Dec. grads
only.
-Diamond Shamrock Corp.
Cleveland, OM Permanent Resident Sales; Eng., Eng. Tech.
Biol., Chem., Biochem, elc.
Mktg., Mgmt.. Fin. w Tech
minor and or Tech. aptitude.
Cleveland and nationwide, Dec.,
Mr.. June grad. ASSOCIATE
BUYER TRAINING PRO
GRAM, leading to purchasing,
BS Chem , BS Biol.. Bus Admin,
w Purchasing maior or minor.
or Acctg., Mgmt., or Fin. majors. West, South, and SW U.S..
Dec., Mar.. June grads. DATA
PROCESSING: B-lnfo. Sys. or
Comp. Sci. and math malors
w-concenfratlon In Comp. Sci.
Cleveland, Houston or Amaritlo.
TX, Dec., Mar , June grads. ACCOUNTING: BS Acctg. Dec,
Mar., June grads.
•Hunfington National Bank Col
umbus, OH Permanent Resident
- MANAGEMENT TRAINEE:
B Bus., Acctg.. Dec, Mar. grads.
CREDIT ANALYST; B Fin.,
and or Acctg. Comp. Sci., Dec.,
Mar

June grads.
11 09TV
Ohio College ot Podlatric Med
Cleveland, OH Permanent Resi
dent FOUR YEAR GRADUATE
MEDICAL COLLEGE: BS Biol
Sci., Dec., Mar., June, Aug.
grads.
Seidman & Seidman Troy, Ml
Permanent Resident
STAFF
ACCOUNTANT: B M Acctg.,
Dec., Mar.. June grads.
TRW
Replacement Div
Cleveland, OH Permanent Resi
dent
PROGRAMMER
ANALYST: Comp. Sci.
Meaden a. Moore CPAs
Cleveland, OH Permanent Resi
dent STAFF ACCOUNTANT IN
AUDIT DEPT B-M Acctg with
minimum 3.00 in Maior and 2.50
overall., June a, Aug. grads only.
1I0»-T»
Wright state University College
of Bus. & Admin. Dayton, OH
Permanent
Resident
GRADUATE PROGRAM: MSMBA Lib Arts, Math Soc., App.
Econ.
•Ohio Citlxens Trust Co. Toledo,
OH Permanent Resident MANAGEMENT TRAINEE:
B-Fln., or other Business, Dec.,
Mar. grads.
SCHOOLS:

11-07 79
11-05 79
Armco Steel Corp. Middietown,
OH Permanent Resident ASST
ACCOUNTANT: B Acctg , Fin.
All grads.
-Artesian Industries, inc.
Mansfield, OH Permanent Resi
dent - SALES & MGMT. TRAINING: B Bus Admin., Mar. &
June grads
Touche, Rout Co. Toledo, OH
Permanent Resident
STAFF
ACCOUNTANT: BM Acctg,
Dec., Mar., June grads.
Warner & Swasey Cleveland

SIGMA PHI
EPSILON
WELCOMES IT'S
FALL PLEDGE CLASS
Rick Adams
Rick Jacobs
Dave Babcock
Joel McGaughey
Dan Baker
Mike Minichello
Jim Beavers
Dale Morgans
Terry Brannigan Craig Peters
Ron Coates
Al Sherrill
Marc Fanning
John Statler
Bill Wise

WELCOME TO THE HOUSE
ITH THE HEi

National City Bank Cleveland,
OH Peramnent Resident
MANAGEMENT ASSISTANT:
BM Bus., info. Syst.. Comp. Sci.,
Dec., Mar., June grads.
■St. Paul Insurance Co.
Lakewood, OH Permanent Resi
dent
CLAIMS
UNDERWRITING: Any Bus.
degree.
U.S. Navy Recruiting District
Brookpark, OH Permanent Resi
dent
MANAGEMENT IN
AVIATION-TECHNICAL
FIEDS. BUSINESS: B Sciences
Business, Lib. Arts, Dec., Mar.,

Northeast Indiana Special
Educ. Co Op. Rome City, IN Per
monent Resident TEACHERS:
LD, EMR, Speech Ther.
II 09 79
-Southwestern City Schools
Grove City, OH Permanent Resident TEACHERS: All Malors.
Dec. grads preferred. Also need
"substitute teachers. Those who
sign-up for Interview MUST AT
TEND group session previous
evening at 7:30 p.m.

Mabry said he, along with many
other faculty members is disturbed
at the decision to trade hard copy
for microfilm because they were
not informed before the decision
was made.
Mabry said that some of the
journals being traded are the
leading journals in the different
departments and that some of the
journals date back to the 1880s.
MABRY SAID a major concern
among the faculty is the hardships
incurred from switching to
microfilm.
He said it is very important to the
various departments to have the
hard copy periodicals when
recruiting new faculty members.
He said that prospective faculty
members are most concerned with
what kind of research material are
available to them, and if the
faculty doesn't have the hard copy
to show them, they may not want to
teach at the University.
"It's much easier to find a
periodical, leaf through it and find
what you're looking for, rather
than fill out the necessary
paperwork involved with checking
out microfilm, Mabry said.
HE ADDED THAT microfilms
readers are not always readily
available and the increases use will
make it that much harder to do
research.
According to the Library dean's
office, there are currently 33
microfilm readers in the two
libraries-main and Math Science.
Burlingame said that because of

Rock-n-roll or disco might be
the norm for most University
students, but for Ben Ay ling, a
senior music major, barbershop
quartet singing reigns.

Ay ling sings bass in the Sound
Syndicate, a local quartet-that
'...•...•.........'.-.■v won first place last weekend in

Now we also can involve you in the creation
of highly sophisticated hardware and software
that will be the basis for advanced
information management systems.
Wouldn't you rather work with an original?
Xerox is the information center of the future.
And nobody does it better!
We're looking for graduates with a BS' MS
in several engineering/technical disciplines.
Check with your college placement office for details.
Then see our campus representatives.

I

XEROX

i. .r,,|.l....r

IHWII

JDUP1

HE SAID the first he heard of the
decision was at a social function
last Friday night.
Guthrie added, "Although I'm
sure Dr. Burlingame is doing
what's best for the University, if
you can't go there and pick up a
current magazine, what do we need
a library for?"
Guthrie said that by current he
meant within the past three or four
years.
However, Burlingame
stressed that of the periodicals
being traded, all but the last five
years are being put on microfilm.
BURLINGAME SAID that the
main reason the faculty is upset is
because initially the deal was
made at a bad time of the year.

"I DEFINITELY felt it was
within my jurisdiction to make this
decision," Burlingame said. "But I
made a political mistake in not
consulting the faculty."
University Provost Michael R.
Ferrari would not comment on
whether
it
was
within
Burlingame's jurisdiction to make
such a decision.
Burlingame said that because of
the dissent he offered his
resignation to Ferrari "if that
would be best for everyone involved," but Ferrari rejected it.
Ferrari also refused to comment
on this.
BECAUSE OF the objections of
the faculty, Burlingame has not
sent any of the periodicals to
Educo. He said Educo is trying to
work with the Univeristy to resolve
the situation.
Although he is not sure where
Educo plans to sell the books,
Burlingame said he is sure it will
not be in the United States but
probably to developing nations.
A representative of Educo said
that because he is in the middle of
negotiations with the University,
he would not discuss the issue.

eludes Rod Nixon, Jim Shisler
and Jim Covy, competed against
20 quartets from throughout
Ohio and parts of Pennsylvania
and West Virginia. Ay ling also
represented the Maumee Valley
Chapter, which finished seventh
of IS competing chapters at the
The group, which also inchampionship.
TUESDAY
COUPON GOOD

the Johnny Appleseed District
Championship at the University
of Akron. The competition was
sponsored by the Society for the
Preservation
and
encouragement of Barbershop
Quartet Singing in America, Inc.

CHARLIE WElNEft
THURS.& FRI. Oct. 25 & 26
8:00-11:00 p.m.

SIDE DOOR
$1. admission
famous folksinger and comedian live.

Good only Tuesday, October 231

Give a hand the United Way
>^»«>~»-a»>

CAPTURE
k'*iw
THE
BEAUTY

Looking for a
career in
high technology?
Xerox
has a surprise
for you.
You may already know thai Xerox is a leader in
reprographics But you may not know that Xerox
iv also a leader in many other new technologies
Electronic printer* that take information directly
from computers and print it with laser beams
Electronic typing systems that type and store
information for ready retrieval and revision.

"I GUESS YOU could say I'm
really upset," Guthrie said.
"Microfilm is just no substitute for
leafing through the businesss
education journals."
"The best comparison I can
make between looking at hard copy
and looking at microfilm is that it's
like washing your feet with your
socks on," Guthrie said.
Guthrie, like Mabry, said he was
upset that he was not consulted
before the decision was made.

"The company, (Educo) wanted
us to take advantage of an opportunity in late August, early
September. Most of the faculty was
away and could not be consulted,"
Burlingame said.
Burlingame then said he made
the decision after consulting the
Library faculty.

people

{Read the News
SuvVvvtfvvVtfVVVVaWNvvVVV

the anticipated increase of usage,
two more readers have been
purchased.
Dr. Mearl R. Guthrie Jr.
chairman of the business education
department is another faculty
member miffed at Burlingame's
decision.

wmr*
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Love Is Blind...
to color, to race, to creed.
Love sees the common thread
that binds all people
into one human family.
Love is what it's all about.
Teach your child about love.

OF

AUTUMN
WITH PHOTOS FROM

DORSEY'S REXALL DRUG

500 E. Wooster

Bowling Green

Ph. 352-1693

YOUR CHOICE

single prints or double prints at our low coupon price

DOU B LE~PR [N7S~ ~t_ 7lM?ll~P^ illTF H
110. 126 or 135

111. 126 ir 135

Bahdi Faith
International Yejar of Ike Child

12 exp. «afv
20 exp. $4.99
24 exp. $5.99

kllMlri

You are invited to hear a free lecture by Kathy Hatfield of Mentor, Ohio:
"CHILDREN IN THE FUTURE Society." Sunday, Oct. 28, 3 p.m. at tha
Girl Scout Bldg., City Park. Sponsored by the Baha'i Club of B.G. and the
Baha'isof B.G.

-—2iL —ilii1^^.

I 12 exi
20 exp.
24 exp.

$3.29
$3.79

Expires 11/31/79

From KODAK. FUII or FQTOMAT color iriol fill
Add 35c for 400 ASA film
Limit one roll per cupoo

elsewhere
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Democrats favor
Carter re-election

NEW YORK (AP) - Half of the
nation's Democrats now say they
would like to see President Carter
try for re-election in 1980, a turnaround for the incumbent in the
past month, an Associated PressNBC News poll says.
With the members of his own
party leading the way, Carter's
standing
with
the
public
strengthened a bit from September's historic lows, the poll
found in interviews Monday and
Tuesday.
There were no major Carter
triumphs in the last five weeks to
explain the 5 percentage point
raise in his job rating - the largest
jump since the 16-point surge
following the Camp David Mideast
summit in September 1978. This
lack of a major event to explain the
rise may indicate a possibly
significant turnaround in public
opinion about Carter.

HOWEVER, even with this
month's jump, Carter's job rating
remains at extremely depressed
levels
compared to
other
presidents.
The public at large splits on
whether Carter should run for reelection: 43 percent favor a Carter
bid and 47 percent oppose one. Ten
percent of the 1,600 adults interviewed nationwide by telephone
were not sure.
But 50 percent of the Democrats
said they favor a Carter try for
another term - an 11-point surge
compared to last month. Forty-one
percent of the Democrats opposed
a Carter bid and 9 percent were not
sure.
IN THE AP-NBC News poll
conducted Sept. 10 and 11, only 39
percent of the Democrats favored a
Carter re-election try. Fifty-four
percent were opposed and the rest
not sure.

In the critical independent
group, Carter also rebounded in the
new poll. This month, they opposed
a re-election bid by a 39-52 margin.
But in September, the same group
opposed such a try by a much
larger 29-61 edge.
The September poll was taken
shortly after the furor erupted over
the Soviet brigade in Cuba and
after Sen. Edward M. Kennedy, DMass., indicated he was seriously
considering a primary challenge to
Carter.
CARTER'S overall job rating is
up from the historic depths found
last month.
Twenty-four percent of those
interviewed rated Carter's work
good or excellent, versus only 19
percent in September.
Fifty percent said his work
overall is only fair, about the same
as the 49 percent in the previous
poll.

Mental health workers strike
COLUMBUS, (AP) - Two unions
reached tentative agreement with
the state mental health department
Monday, but a third went on strike
shortly after midnight in a dispute
over working conditions.
However, the walkout by the
3,500-member Ohio Civil Service
Employees Association had little
effect on operations at any of the 30
mental health institutions in the
state, Al Dopking, spokesman for,
the Ohio Department of Mental
Health and Mental Retardation
said.
Pickets were reported at
facilities in Tiffin and Mt. Vernon
Monday morning. Some also were
sighted at Dayton very early in the
day, but they later dispersed,
Dopking said.
..CONTRACTS

between

the

department and each union expired Sunday. A total of 17,000
workers are covered by the contracts.
Tentative
agreement
was
reached with the Communications
Workers of America and the
American Federation of State,
County and Municipal Employees.
Larry Allen, OCSEA spokesman,
said the union recommended that
its members stay off the job
despite
the
department's
statement that it would invoke the
Ferguson Act, which penalized
public employees for strikes.
MENTAL HEALTH Department
spokesman Al Dopking did not say
what plans the department had
made to provide for patients at Its
30 facilities across the state if the
strike led to staffing problems.
"We will meet whatever situation

arises," he said.
Salaries were not an issue in the
dispute leading to the strike, since
they are set by the Legislature,
said Allen. The two sides are split
on non-economic questions such as
the composition of the bargaining
unit, transfers, promotions and
matters related to working conditions.
Allen said the OCSEA members
in the mental health department
include clerical, food service and
technical support staff, as well as
practical and registered nurses.
ALLEN SAID the OCSEA was
willing to continue negotiating for
as long as department representatives were willing to talk. The
talks ended Monday and new talks
have not been scheduled, Allen
said.
!■■■■ CUP COUPON ■■

AP photo
Francla Colllngs of Pataluma, Calif., hold* hit hat above his winning pumpkin In the annual conteat In Hall Moon Bay, Calif. Thla 349- pounder won over other local entries and
took a lorklllt to carry It to the acale.

Painesville man found dead of malnutrition
PAINESVILLE, Ohio (AP) Lake cbunty authorities say a 37year-old Painesville man who died
of apparent malnutrition may have
been confined in his room for most
of his life without proper attention.
"The only thing I've ever seen to
compare with his state of
malnutrition is a concentration

camp photograph," Dr. Gary
Stabler, assistant Lake County
Coroner, said Monday.
The skeleton-like body of Arthur
Arnold Riihimaki weighed an
estimated 70-80 pounds and his arm
and legs had become useless
through disuse, Stabler said.
THE EMACIATED body was

covered with bedsores, some infested with maggots.
Police said they were called to a
home in a blue-collar neighborhood
of Painesville, a community about
25 northeast of Cleveland, on
Saturday with a report of a death in
the family.

Free Hamburger I
WHEN YOU BUY ONE

A plno never bad It to food, m

Now at Wendy's Old Fashioned
Hamburgers .this coupon entitles you
to a free Single Hamburger with the
purchase of a hamburger of any size.

PIZZAS-SUBS
Fast Free Delivery

CHEESE AND TOMATO EXTRA

352-5166

*■*

mm

=

PARACHUTING TRIP
Oct. 28 at 7:30 am

OLD rAIHIONCO

Good al off participating Wendy'*
after 4 pm Tuesday thru Thursday.
EXPIRES ocroat*«.im

USE

lroro<0taHr'

Sign-Ups now at UAO office
$
42 total with $6 at sign-up.

AFTER 4PM

*HSS«V

Fly from the sky

TTfosCtJ

READ THE NEWS

ByDaleWasserman
From the Novel by Ken K«ev
October 24-27
8 pm. Main Auditorium

rs..ir, [>u«v

University Theatre Box Office
2nd Floor U. Hall or 2-2719

PUMPKINS! PUMPKINS!
loo's if Pumpkins

Take a fast break
from your workday
with our

Luncheon
Buffet

0

- *2

to choose from
<§>
also Indian Com Gourds & J
Hearty Mums
j^ Q.

(no admission)

Klotz Flower Farm w

• C04D NUT MfffT

HAWY HOUIS 4 P.M.-7 P.M.
MKh IW <*> IOO.*)" • P.nboll wWll lom.ng IOO><

l*»ll*t GfMK
Ml. JSJ07M

Open

8-5 Mon-Sat
Closed Sunday

HOWARD

Jounson)
_ft

MM

i

"Tunnel of Fun"

In our Shady lady lounge, enjoy our luncheon
buffet for only $2 95 from II a.m..I p.m.
Monday thru Friday

liXE.Wmtor

ii

*

95

•inOTIMTlll •UUDUt
tovt'oe* end detaen • ■" o

#

t

906 Napoleon Rd.
(End of S. College Dr.)

Q>
Q»

353-8381

§.
Q>
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ABORTION

TUISDAY •THURSDAY
STUDtNl NIGHTS'
AUSIUWNIS
WITH I.D.'S...

TOLL FREE

a^

Cittet*afl'£

9 a.m. - 10 p.m.

1 -800-438-8039

THEY'RE"AT" TT AGAIN!!

If you
nooctodit

"MONTY PYTHON'S LIFE OF BRIAN"
SHOWN NIGHTLY AT 7:30 AND 9:10 P.M.

EntoTtakllng
Than Humanly
Pumji.i

NOW
THRU
IMURS!

tee us
Is the boss breathing
down your neck foe
printed coptes of his
latest report7
Big Red O can cool
him down like a cold
shower with our fast,
economical printing
service.
ir ttrvlcti *ro many

-THi
WfNT
Movif

kn

STARTS

ran

*w

■tHI
FRISCO
RIO"

RIIUIDIS

tansa
ENDS
IMURS!

•UMKSHROI I\
.M\Ki.ni KIIH»:K

•IMS
AMITYVIUS
HORROR

andHIIDSTK.K.KH

SI«RIS
FRII
-A MAN
A WOMAN
AND A
BANK

Tuesday, October 23. 1979
World Student Association
1:00 4:00 p.m.
Room 17. Williams Hall
Internalonal coffee hour. Open and free to everyone.
B.G.SU. Flying Club
7:30 p.m.
Room 105, Business Administration Building
Open to all interested students
Kappa Mu Epsllon
7:30 p.m.

Lost gold chain t, medallion. Intramural field area. Reward.
Ctll Mffl TrttYi
Last Cor staled) Blue Breaks
track shew a orthopedic lilts.
Please return, no ques. asked.

-£vrr

Support the BG
News Advertisers

AMITWH.I.L

HORROR

111 Soulh Mam Slim
Bowling Gieen Ohio 4340*
Phone 14191 352 5762

Found ladles ID Bracelet "Loan"
centact en campus mailbox

am,
"IPII

wng;

To Lexington, Ky or Cincinnati.

IMVIMI OPPMlft

1616 E. Wooster St.

Great Scot
IfllNDir

r~
l

Bowling Green
DAILY 7am-M.dnight
SUNDAY lOam-lOpm

FOOD STORES

Great Scot

15 n

16 OZ.-GREAT SCOT

Bread

4<s<£&
c

°o.S*>

*,

With lhis coupon & additional $10 purchase
excluding beer, wine & tobacco products,
I

Good thru
thn Oct. 28,

^,33?

1979.

v

i(fi

0

Macaroni & Cheese J
excluding beer, wine & tobacco products.

*°

&

DOZEN-U.S.D.A. GRADE A'

<s

Small Eggs JO

*

1979.

Great Scot

4P

9^ .dS

With this coupon & additional $10 purchase,
excluding beer, wine & tobacco products.

&

■■■

*

120Z. CAN-REG. & DIET

**/,Qp

Shasta Pop 10*1

°*b*S*

Sp.

With this coupon & additional $10 purchase,
f excluding beer, wine & tobacco products.
Good thru Oct. 28. 1979.

*s

**

GreatScot
GG
Gallon
Thrifty

Homogenized Milk $1 .59

«F

^tW /*£

A

j

coj5^ -sjV^

With this coupon & additional $10 purchase,
excluding beer, wine & tobacco products^
Good thru Oct. 28,

PI Sigma Alpha
National Political Science Honorary
•:30 p.m.
Room 109, Business Administration Building

Next To New Shop. Clothing,
heusewares. Priced Lewi Open
Tues. 10-4, Prl. I-7:M. St.
Alevslet School-ted fleer,
Keren a, Scott congratulations on
your Alpha Gam-Phi Delt pinning. Love, the Sisters of Alpha
Gamma Delte.
Burpee, I love the bear-he gets
cuter every day.
Students, check out the newest
Pet Shop In B.C. Davey Jena's
Locker. Located 1 and one hall
blocks west of campus at 325 E.
Wooster.
MEN'S LIVES • mm a panel
discussion about adult masculinity A America. Presented by
Women lor women, aosu
Feminist Organisation. Wed..
Oct. M, 7:M pen. Cepltel Ream.
ynton pRJIPfea Tg All,
Fly hall tare to Florida or Carib-

bean. Half-fare coupon for sale.
Will take beat offer. CAII B.R.
TO 447) tut, B,
KIM HANKINSON HAPPY BIRTHDAY. No. 30. Have a great
day. Love. Your roomie.
STEAMBOAT spaces are still
available. Meeting Oct. 34 at 7: JO
1tv MSC,
Home Rentals. Inc. 133 E. Court
St. 352 7317 orJ53 71|«.
Davey Jone-s Pet Shop has a
large variety of tropical fish and
aquarium supplies at low prices.
Located near campus at 325 E
wcotter,
LOVE THAT CHILD hoar a talk
by Kethy HetfleM ef Mentor, Oft.
3:M pm at the Olrl Scout Bldf
City Park, sponsored by the
Banal Club ef BOSU A the Sehols
triiT,
Davey Jones Pet Shop has exotic
pets (tarantulas, boa constrictors, lizards) In addition to
hamsters, gerbils a, guinnea pigs
A a large supply of dog A cat sup
Plfei, IH'Hvi
ZTAZTAZTAZTAZTAZTAZTAZ
TA.
How To Deleat the Study
Monster S2 00 A step by step
plan for successful studying.
Garen Smith 414. Janeway St.

Kant, PA, ■♦Ttt,

Congratulations to all of our new
Hisissesii The Brothers of Sigma

Hit,
Ladles of BGSU. Want to become
part of the Greek system? Zeta
Tau Alpha wants you to loin In
the fun. We Invite you to our rush
parties this week. For more Info.,
please call Debbie 3-1113 or Mar
Rec Center Photo I D-s available
m the center A office Mon.<Prl. •
pm-SPm. Cost: tl.00
PEARL is comlngl See for
yourself. Peart Blast Oct M. NE
Cssmtrasna.

Blow your tensions away on
Balloon Day. Thurs. Oct. 25-11-3
pm In the Union Oval-sponsored
by the Rec Center.
Women of BG: Come A meet the
brothers and Lie Sis of Delte Up
Won et UP Sis rush. Wed. Oct.
24. 7:30-9:30 pm.
Gentlemen of 1st 12nd Old KohlGet psyched for a super week of
Secret Pumpkins A a great party
Sat. nltel 1st A 2nd lows
ftatcnesdar-BO's BEST I
STEAMBOAT space* era still
avellable. Meeting Oct. 24 at 7:30
InMSC.
REC CENTER USERS:
If yee are occupying an
unauthorised locker, remove
belongings by Oct. 33 or they will
be removed sw the itaff.
Attention ladles: Come A meet
the brothers 4. Ill slsses of Alpha
Sigma Phi, In old fraternity row
at III sis rush. Tonight from 7:30
fv'iW,
JANICE
MAYCONGRATULATIONS
ON
YOUR ENGAGEMENT TO
SCOTT. You sure fooled us with
that big rockl Best wishes! Love
Your Little. Sue.

WANTtP
Female roommate needed. Call
352-0093 anytime.
Bike repair needed on a Oltane
le-speed. Need to know how to
repair gears. Need It repaired by
Prl. Oct. 34. Please call i sou a
ask for Lynda.
F. rmte. needed WAS qtrs. S9S
mo. Call Marv or Nancy 352 S430.
HELP WANTED
STUDENTSI Telephone Interviewers needed for large
Southeast Toledo Company. Must
have good telephone voice, nice
handwriting A transportation.
Good Payl Evening Hoursapmloom Call B4S-B049. Contem
porary Personnel. Temporary

Division.
Waitresses, waiters, barmaids,
bartenders. No experience
necessary. Also, a limited
number of miscellaneous posi
iions available. Must be it or
over. The Dixie Electric Co. Is
looking for neat, attractive peo
pie to till these postltions on a full
or pt. time basis Good working
conditions with fantastic pay.
Starting wages S4.00 5.00 hr. App
ly In person. Mon.-Set,
i.00 midnight or call 174*449 for
app!. 254BI Dixie Hgwy. Per
rytbyra, Q1,
Taking applications for 3rd shut
Apply In person. 1540 E. Wooster
Frlsch's Big Boy. An Equal Op

p°rtvnlty EmB'vTtr,
CHRISTMAS JOBS If you live In
CLEVELAND a would like to
earn seme spending money while
you are at home, sign up today at
the Placement Office to interview at HIOBEE't on Friday.
Hourly wage plus employee discount. Training will be 11-10 or
11-17 so you can work when you
are al home for Thanksgiving
too. Hlgftee's will help you with
your shopping list A let you have
• tun lob It the same llmal
POt SALE
12 x 12 red shag carpet. Good
cond. Best offer. Fireplace
screen a, 4 piece tool set, block A
antique silver-like new. Best ol
for. 352-0794. after 4 weekdays
anytime waetiena*.
Maramti 4150 Direct Drive Turn
table. S100. 352 3954.
Beautiful new backgammon
games, various sues A colors.
S12.00-2S.00. Make nice Xmas
gifts. Must see to appreclete. Call
352 -2111.
1*73 AMC Hornet In fair condlPOR RENT
3 bdrm. apt to sub-Is. S200 mo. a.
ulll. Downtown. 153 50*1

1979.

S9I

Good thru Oct. 28,

Resident Student Association
4:09 p.m.
Assembly Room, McFall Center

Kf*

With this coupon & additional $10 purchase,
Good thru Oct. 28,

Pregnancy AM a understanding
EMPA. 353 7041 8. 217 4639
|k>cal).
Birth control, test for pregnancy,
VD, early abortion at Toledo
Medical Service. Call Hit)
WHIT* for If apnt,
PERSONAL!
T-ShlrtsI T Shirts! T-Shlrts
T-ShlrtsI TShlrtsI T Shirts
i Shinsi TShlrtsI T-Shlrts
TShlrtsI TShlrtsI TShlrts

CALL AL Mi yyia,

•$.

Room 459, Math Science Building
Representatives from B.G.S.U. placement office and two com
penies will be available to discuss career opportunities In
mathematics related careers.

classified.
LOST » POUND

ME

li

campus calendar

1979.

Great Scot
80Z.-BEEF.CHICKEN.TURKEY,
MORTON FROZEN

IPot Pies 3 for $1.001 *>^
With this coupon & additional $10 purchase,
excluding beer, wine & tobacco products.
Good thru Oct. 28, 1979.

DO YOUR KIDS
HAVE A HIGHER
E.Q.THAN YOU?

(Economics Quotient)

They might. Take
this quick quiz and
rote yourself.
True False

□ □ (1.) One cause of inflation is when consumers, business
and government spend too
heavily on available goods and
services.
□ □ (2.) Since 1960, the U.S.
has had the highest productivity
growth rate in manufacturing of
leading free world industrial nations.
□ □ (3.) The value of all U.S.
goods and services produced in
one year is called the Gross
National Product (GNP).
D D (4.) If you have a savings
account, own stock, bonds or life
insurance, or are in a pension
fund, you are an investor in the
U.S. economy.
Did our little E.Q. quiz
stump you? Your kids probably
would have breezed through it.
But don't feel too bad. Most

people don t know even basic
facts and figures about our
American Economic System. In
short, a lot of Economics Quotients,
E.Qs., could stand improvement.
It's important. Not just
because we all face some important decisions about our economic
system. But because the more
you know about our system, the
more you'll be able to make it
work for you.
A special booklet has been
prepared to help you learn more
about what makes our American
Economic System tick. It's fact- •«
filled, easy reading and free. It's
also an easy way to raise your E.Q..
For your copy, write:
"Economics',' Pueblo, Colorado
81009.
ANSWERS:

r*re(w».p»>iuw-s"n)d"zri

The American
Economic System.
Wte should oil leorn moie obout it
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Lessig explains reasons for lacrosse decision White shorts
by Pit Kennedy
stall reporter

At the top of the stairway leading
to the Bowling Green Athletic
Department offices is a story from
the Toledo Blade Sunday Magazine
dated May 16,1971.
The story deals with then BG
lacrosse coach Mickey Cochrane
and the lacrosse team with the
headline: "Can an Eastern sport
make it at a small college town in
the Midwest?"
Apparently not. The Athletic
Department, acting on the
recommendation of the University
Athletic Committee cancelled the
program last week.
Bowling Green Athletic Director
Jim Lessig explained the actions
taken by the department.

"THREE YEARS ago, lacrosse
had nine out-of-state fee waivers
and those were to be phased outthere were to be no more grants,"
he said. "This sport can not be
played on a high level with no
grants and Jim Plaunt (former
coach) agreed."
"Secondly, the sport is not
played locally in Ohio and it's
logical to get recruits from the
East-we're not going to get the
great Eastern players."
But the third reason, that of not
having a coach, caused the
program to be dropped this year,
Lessig continued.
"It (lacrosse) probably would
have been phased out in one or two
years," he said, "but when the
coach left, that triggered the announcement. You can't get a
quality coach when he knows the

program will be terminated in a
couple of years.
"WE FELT that no graduate
assistant could handle the
program-we need a mature
person-and though the decision is
painful, I sympathize completely
with the players, now was the time
(to drop the program)."
The remainder of the lacrosse
budget, which after expenses
would come to around $6,000, will
be distributed among the nonrevenue sports, Lessig said. The
reason for this being increased
traveling expenses due to rising
fuel costs.
Would the women's lacrosse
program be affected by the
decision to drop men's lacrosse?
"Not necessarily," Lessig said,

"because that's totally different.
They have no grants-the coach
doesn't want any-and the coach
has not left. When the coach leaves,
that is the time to evaluate.
The decision leaves Bowling
Green with 12 intercollegiate
varsity sports-the minimum
number the National Collegiate
Athletic Association allows for a
team to remain in Division I. One
of those 12 sports, soccer, will
probably
remain
unaffected
because of its rise in popularity in
Ohio, Lessig said.
"I've read that there are more
young people in the grade schools
and junior high schools playing
soccer than football," he said. "It's
growing because size is not a factor
and it's .inexpensive for a high
school to sponsor."

Harriers capture Ohio crown
by Rob Boukissen

stall reporter

What once was just optimistic
talk of winning a conference
championship turned into a very
real possibility for the Bowling
Green men's cross country team
Friday as the Falcon harriers
proved to be this state's best by
winning the Ohio Intercollegiates
at Ohio Wesleyan.
"We ran steady," BG Coach Mel
Brodt said. "We got some good
performances from a lot of people.
This (the victory) tells us that
some teams can be beaten."
Brodt was specifically talking
about two teams out of the 33-team
field composed entirely of Ohio
schools.
Those teams, Miami and Toledo,
both defeated the Falcons in dual

meets already this season and both
were picked to be the top two
contenders for the Mid-American
Conference (MAC) title to be
decided Nov. 3 at Kent State.

and 12th overall behind meet
winner Steve Crane of Ohio State
(25:19( was Steve Housley who
covered the 5.2-mile course in
26:22.

IN THIS MEET, however, BG
came out on top totaling 86 points,
only one better than runner-up
Miami and 59 better than Toledo.
Pete Murtaugh led the Falcons
by finishing fourth overall in the
time of 25:57. John Anich, after a
disappointing performance last
week against Ball State, came on
strong to finish fifth, only seven
seconds behind Murtaugh.

Brodt said that the times were
comparatively slower than those
usually posted for this distance. He
attributed this to the soft conditions
of the hilly layout.

"John ran a very good race,
especially after last week," Brodt
said. "This is a real confidencebuilder."
Finishing third for the Falcons

BG spikers drop pair
The Bowling Green women's
volleyball team started out strong,
but "lost our mental toughness" as
they dropped a pair of matches to
Dayton, 1M, 15-8, and to Mt. St.
Joseph, 15-4,15-10, Saturday at Mt.
St. Joseph.
Both foes, according to BG Coach
Pat Peterson, were formidable
opponents, but "we were capable
of beating both of them.

they (Dayton and MSJ) got the
momentum."
In both matches, Peterson said,
the Falcons Jumped out to early
leads, but were unable to maintain
them.
"DAYTON is a strong team,"
she said. "They finished fifth in
small calleges last year. Mt. St.
Joseph is a good, strong team, tod.
But if we would have played
against them (MSJ) as good as we
"We were ready physically, but played against Dayton, we could
we had a lack of concentration and have beaten them."

Dixie

"We are always pleased to win,
no matter how," Brodt said. "On
that day, we proved that we are the
best school in Ohio."
The harriers will come up
against a little stiffer competition
this Saturday when they travel to
Kalamazoo, Mich., to run in what
will be their final step toward the
MAC championship, the Central
Collegiates.

Change 'aids' soccer win
by Pat Kennedy
etaff reporter

Maybe the Falcon soccer
team should wear their all-white
uniforms every game. The BG
players voted to wear white
shorts at home instead of the
usual black trunks Saturday in
hopes of changing their luck.
And change their luck they
did. Bowling Green snapped a
four-game losing streak with a 10 overtime decision over the
University of Akron.
The victory was the first-ever
by a BG soccer team over Akron
snapping a 13-game losing
streak to the Zips.
"We've been wearing black
pants at home all season,"
Falcon Coach Gary Palmisano
said. "At the post-practice
meeting Friday, we voted to
wear all-white to change our
luck.
"We were very confident-all
white and you'll win. It was
probably one of the sweetest
wins in our program in a long
time."
The win was not easily accomplished, as Bowling Green
played man-down for the last
21:39 of regulation and the two
10-minute overtimes because
Mike O'Rourke received two

yellow cards. (Two yellow
warning cards are equivalent to
a red, or dismissal, card.).
"They put the pressure on us
man-down," Palmisano said.
"They could double team, but
they didn't switch the flow of the
game and we recovered. When
you're man-down at 0-0, you
usually play for the tie.
"WE'VE BEEN playing good
soccer (recently), but Just
haven't been able to win. Today
we didn't have to make excuses."
After playing 90 minutes of
scoreless soccer, the winning
goal came rather quickly.
Dennis Mepham tallied 1:47 into
the first overtime period and BG
held on for the remainder of the
game to capture its fifth win
against five losses and two ties.
"THE KEY WAS Humphrey
Fradl. He shut down their
number one scoring attack (Joe
Pereiar) and stuck with him
wherever he went," he said. "I
was really pleased with the play
of the people off of the bench.
Dave Bapst, who never played
sweeper in his life, goes in when
Mike O'Rourke went out and
gives us 40 minutes of sound,
heads-up soccer.

Women runners defeat Eastern Michigan
by Ken Koppel
eta If reporter

Easy as one, two, three.
That's exactly how Bowling Green's women's cross country team's
meet with Eastern Michigan went Saturday morning on the University
Golf Course.
The Falcons placed runners in the top three positions destroying the
Hurons 19-41, marking the fourth time the harriers have finished ahead of
EMU in four meetings this season.
"It was easier than it should have b&n," BG Coach Sid Sink said
following the race. "Eastern Just didn't respond."
SENIOR BECKY Dodson led BG with a clocking of 18:53.9, her third
consecutive win.

"I was a little disappointed today," Dodson said of her performance. "I
did want to run back with Stephanie (Eaton) and Kathy (Kaczor), but I
didn't know what the Michigan girls were going to do. I was afraid of
Michigan pulling too far out ahead of us."
Sink's strategy for the race was to have Dodson, Eaton and Kaczor run
together as a pack, finishing their 5,000-meter run simutaneously,
However, the Hurons weren't ready to oblige.
"All we wanted to do was run as a team today and they did," Sink said.
"I wanted them to somewhat lay back but the Eastern girls were trying to
run away from Becky."
The harriers will try to make it five for five against the Hurons when
they face Eastern in part of the field participating in the Tri-State
Invitatinonal this Saturday.

Stickers show improvement over weekend
It's taken a half of the season but Bowling Green's women's field with their opponents, defeating Wittenberg 4-1 between a pair of one-goal
hockey team has begun to play with consistency and unproved per- losses to the Hurons 2-1 and OW 3-2, putting the stickers' record at 3-8.
formance.
JUNIOR HOPE Chmil scored her third and fourth goals of the year In
The Falcons traveled to Ohio Wesleyan Saturday for a pair of games leading the Falcons over Wittenberg. Co captain Marry George and
with OWU and Wittenberg which followed their match up with Eastern Cindy Fern added a goal apiece enabling goalie Pam Whetstone to record
Michigan at home the preceding day.
her third win of the season. Whetstone's goals-against average now
Before the stickers' weekend of play they had been outscored 26 -10 stands at 2.91.
through the first eight games of the season. Though BG did not come
George and Deb Lux each tallied once in the losing effort to OW. Lux,
away with three victories, they did show the ability to play on even terms George and Chmil are now tied for the scoring lead, each with four.

Electric Co.

Waitresses, waiters, barmaids,
bartenders. No experience necessary. Also,
a limited number of miscellaneous positions available. Must be 18 or over.
The Dixie Electric Co. is looking for neat,
attractive people to fill these positions on a
full or part-time basis. Good working conditions with fantastic pay. Starting wages
$4.00-$5.00/Hr.
Apply in person Mon.-Sat., 8:00-Midnlght
or call 874-8649 for appointment. 25481 Dixie Highway, Perrysburg, Ohio.

Lost
In The
Job Maze....
Let Amoco show you the way
Amoco Piocluciion Company «s a dynamic. (|tovvth onented
suhtidiaiy ol Sumlaid Oil Company ot Indiana, and Out
Klutvtmentf have made in a le*4l«-i in oil and gas pi oil
nclton

There are easier ways to pay for college.
Conducting telethons, waiting tables or
parking cars may not be the only ways to
help you pay lor college There may be a
scholarship or grant available that you ve
overlooked Or it may be as simple as cutting
back on expenses Read the next issue of
Insider and find out
Ford hopes this next issue ot Insider will
give you a better idea tor paying your way

through college And if you need a set ol
wheels to gel you around campus, check out
the sporty Fords for the 80s
Look for tando-- f*r#i cealimunf striu
of Coiky newieaptr eaeeei MM MU.

■ Excellent sta'lmg income and lop notch benelits
■ Tun1 potential lot cateei advano-i'ient
■ 0"e ol the |ie|iolt'un> mdusliy's licsl |l#mmg pi04j<*mt

■ Amoco is among thi' nation's lop IhlM M.IS piotkiceiv
■ Weie the Number Onr dullei ill the countiy
■ In Texas. Amoco tanks srcnnd in nude oil puidurlion

Nol to mention that you'll lie with us in HoustO". a City
you've no dnulii braid a lot atx>ut. and one that lives up to
• is M'pn|.pinn ,is ,iii .itttjipvi' jntl "»t ilintj pl.ic III lie

Aremnphthmenis liklf thev havr (-.insert IN to qiuw, ami
with tpovvth ( nnii's uppoi lunilies UJI yon 10 («*< nine JIMM
ol Amoro's success II yon rtrsue J |K>si|ton .is an nitty

Please check vvithin yotn depji lm<-<M lo' n'U

ilotmatiO*'

*

FORD
FORD DIVISION

l«ve< Gi'ophysicist. NW'l« ItW company loi you W* ollci

Amoco will be interviewing on campus

OCTOBER

30

Amoco Production Company
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sports
UM streak contiues; rip BG twice
by Dave Lewandowski
assistant sports editor

Michigan's hockey winning
streak against Bowling Green has
gone beyond a jinx-it's now
outright domination.
The Wolverines thrashed BG
twice last weekend, 9-5 and 7-2, to
win their 10th and 11th straight
games over the Falcons.
The difference in the games was
in the penalty box. Michigan took
advantage of costly BG penalties to
score nine power play goals, five in
the second game in Ann Arbor.
BG coach Jerry York, in his first
game behind the BG bench, concured the icers penalty hurt the
Falcons.
BG WAS down 3-2 entering the
third period Saturday, but the
Wolverines scored four unanswered goals to win.
Freshman
center
Bruno
Baseotto, who had a hat trick and
three assists the night before got
the
game-winner
for
the
Wolverines on the power play at
3:08 of the second period while
Brian MacClellan was in the
penalty box for cross-checking.
Yves Pelland scored for BG in
the first period on a rebound of a
Mike Cotter shot from the point at
11:52 to bring the Falcons back into
the game at 3-1.
Andy Crowther scored BG's
other goal on a short handed
situation with the assists going to
Pelland. But the Falcons couldn't
get the puck past Michigan freshman goalie Paul Flicker anymore.
Fricker made 24 saves during the
game compared to Wally Charko's
31.
"WE'VE BEEN spending some
time on the power play," Michigan
Coach Dan Farrell said. "We did
the things tonight (Saturday) that
we've been doing right in practice
all the time. It was probably the
best defensive game we've played
in two years. Our goaltender made
some key saves and we limited the
rebounds."

Jm note-

Entry forms for the
all-campus
handball
and raquetball tournaments are due today
in the Intramural Office
in
Memorial Hall.
Entries are available
from fraternity and
residence hall athletic
chairmen.

Same old story Miami 21, Falcons 3
by Dan Firestone
sports editor

•tail photo by Frank Breithiupt
Falcon senior Andy Crowther skate* alter the puck In front of Michigan's net defended
by Paul Fricker (29) and Steve Richmond (21) at the Ice Arena Friday. BG lost its opener 9-5

"I thought we skated well during
the game," Farrell continued, "but
they do some things in the neutral
zone that I haven't seen in quite a
while."
What Farrell was talking about
was a new system of playmaking
ihat York is trying to implement
this season. Instead of dumping the
puck into the corner and forcing
the other team to commit mistakes
in their own zone, BG will try and
set up rushed in the center ice area
and score off these initial rushes.
York's new style of play wasn't
evident, however, in Friday's

contest at the Ice Arena. BG would
reach the Michigan blueline, dump
the puck in and go into the comers.
EXCEPT TRYING to force the
Wolverines to commit errors the
Falcon defense was the one that
committed the miscues.
Michigan took advantage of the
BG freshmen defense and poor
back checking to jump out to a
quick 4-1 lead after one period.
The Wolverines increased the
lead to 7-2 into the third period
before Tim Alexander and Steve
Dawe scored within 16 seconds of
each other to bring the Falcons

GALLERY
THREE

RE-ELECT

24 N. Third St
Watervllle. Ohio 43586
Quality An and Gills
Custom matting and
(taming. Painting and
Drawing classes tor
adults and children.
Open Mon-Frl 10-5:30
Sat 10-4
Phone: 878-2S72

MAYOR PERKINS
we cant Afford Not To
Crftwm 'or P#xfcin

Bollord So* Crawford Don WiltOi
330 Brtqhom lonm

BG

O

Co-Choi!p«K*oni
43402

within three with8:ll remaining.
But again penalties proved costly
for BG. A boarding penalty to
Alexander and a cross checking
penalty to George McPhee gave
the Wolverines a two-man advantage for 44 seconds. That's all
Michigan
needed
as they
capitalized on both penalties to
take a commanding 9-4 lead.
"The first two periods we played
a fine Michigan team," York said
of the game. "In the third period
we had to take a lot of chances to
try and come back. The penalties
in the third period hurt us a lot."

It could be the rock that starts the avalanche.
BG lost its third Mid-American Conference IMAC) game Saturday to
Miami 21-3 at Doyt Perry Field and the future doesn't look much
brighter for the Falcons.
With quarterback Mike Wright watching from the sideline in street
clothes and his left arm in a sling, BG managed just one John Spengler
field goal in the first quarter, as its record dipped to 3-4,3-3 in the MAC.
Wright bumped his left elbow on his auto at the pep rally Thursday
night which caused the infection. He ran a 103 degree temperature
Friday. After the game he went to Wood County Hospital.
"WE HAD no time to prepare," BG Coach Denny Stolz said. "We had
to use our game plan. We have to do what we practiced.
"We didn't know we had lost him until 10 minutes of 12 Friday
morning," Stolz said.
Miami, 4-3,2-2 in the MAC, blocked a John Higgins punt in the second
quarter that started it on its way to a seventh straight win over the
Falcons before a Homecoming crowd of 17,123.
"We had called the block," Miami Coach Tom Reed said. "With that
wind you can't return it, so you might as well try and block it. It turned
the game. No question."
BG COACH Denny Stolz agreed.
"I think the blocked punt and the quick TD in the third quarter were
turning points," he said. "It was our first major kicking mistake we
made this year.
"I think he was worried about kicking into the wind and I'm not so
sure he didn't take too long to kick it.
"We make one damn mistake kicking and the whole stadium falls
down."
The real trouble for the Falcons came in their offensive line, where
Stolz was openly critical of the protection given Dave Endres, who
replaced Wright.
"WE HAD real trouble up front with the offensive line for the first
time this season," he said. "When you're going with a new quarter
back, you'd think that would inspire them to give him a chance.
"That's the time you suck it up and protect him. It's the thing I'm
most disappointed with and we're going to be on the kids this week
about it."
Two of the biggest problems that the line faced were Redskins Gerry
Glowik and John McCaf ferty who made 12 and 10 tackles, respectively,
and led the Miami defense that sacked BG runners for losses 13 times.
After the blocked punt, Miami scored again when Ken Roundtree,
swept left from the 5-yard line for the TD. The Redskins even scored on
a two-point conversion when the snap from center for the kick was
bobbled and holder Paul Drennan threw to Greg Kuhn.
Roundtree added the final score with a one-yard run with 8:32 left in
the third quarter.
"We have a tough, tough four weeks ahead," Stolz said. "We're
going to play a lot of kids and try to keep morale high. We're going to
build for the future.
"Every minute a kid plays now is going to come back and help next
year."

One man
believes
your voice counts.

BARRETT

Blue Ribbon

As a graduate of BGSU, Chuck
Mart l('11 knows how vital your
opinions are for the progressive
development of Bowling Green.
And he knows from first-hand
experience.
Chuck Harriett is the only
Mayor who has ever actively
sought student opinion.
As Mayor from 1972 to 1976, Clunk
established regular meetings vvilh
students and administrators lo
review I he muliial concerns of I he
campus and community. NO ONE,
PRIOR TO OH SINCE MIS ADMINISTRATION. HAS MADKTIIIS EFFORT.

As Mayor, Chuck will
re-establish open meetings
with students and city
administrators on a regular
basis.
To do so. he needs your support.
On November (ilh. VOTE
HAKIM; IT' POH MAVOH. because
one man helicxes your void! counts.

BARRETT
FOR

PABST & PARTIES
GO TOGETHER
Distributed by GREAT LAKES DISTRIBUTORS

HAin I.KIT Mill MAVOH.
Siiniiicl (IKI|»T. Chairman*
I'.ml I'nliiir.il Airu'i-tiftimioiil.

nSMtaMamAvn.* HmvHnaMirnmt, Ohio43403

